Lighthouse Area Specific Plan Comment Card
If you would like a response to a comment or question, please include your name along with email or phone number. Thank you!

NO VIEWSHED TO BELDEN
NO SENSITIVITY KEEP THE WAY IT IS!
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May we have an occasional sidewalk sale if we keep 7 feet of the 12 foot sidewalk free for pedestrians?

Tracy Brown - Store Manager
Goodwill on Lighthouse
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Part 17 - Keep Lighthouse as a destination point, not a thru-train corridor

Part 21 - Traffic safety issues to be included in this section -

Public can walk to support Lighthouse
1. Please keep = (revitalization destination point) in the document.

2. Page 21 - Traffic study should be included in this section.

3. Public parking costs to support Lighthouse.
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Please let us know if there is property available on Lighthouse that is 12,000-16,000 sq. ft.

Thank you!

Amber Vick
Sales Mgr MoCo Goodwill